VIII	PREFACE
who would, if he had been spared, have worthily completed, what
he no doubt intended to be, magnum opus of his brilliant
career.
The twelve chapters which are now published relate to the
rise of the Maratha Power. The- second volume will treat about
the progress of .the Confederacy. The manuscript notes are nearly
ready; but as, since these notes were first written, the Government
of Bombay has made available to the public the records in the
Poona Daftar, it has been deemed advisable to delay the publica-
tion of these succeeding chapters for the present. When such fresh
materials have been made available, it would not be proper to
write on this part of the subject without a careful study of these
hitherto-neglected sources of information. At the desire of appre-
ciative friends, a contribution from the pen of the late Mr. Justice
Telang is added at the end as a fitting conclusion to this volume.
Mr. Telang's paper, "Gleanings from the Maratha Chronicles,"
represents the true spirit in which native historians should treat
the past history of their country. As this work presupposes a
general acquaintance with the facts of Maratha History, and only
seeks to suggest and enforce its lessons, it has not been deemed
necessary to overload the book by references to English and native
authorities. The lessons it seeks to illustrate are : (1) that the rise
of the Maratha Power was not a mere accident due to any chance
combination, but was a genuine effort on the part of a Hindu
nationality, not merely to assert its independence, but to achieve
what had not been attempted before—the formation of a Confe-
deracy of States animated by a common patriotism, and (2) that
the success it achieved was due to a general upheaval—social, reli-
gious, and political—of all classes of the population. The attempt
failed; but even the failure was itself an education in the highest
virtues, and possibly intended to be a preparatory discipline to
cement the union of the Indian races under British guidance.

